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SUSPENSION SPECTRAAND HOMOLOGY EQUrVALENCES
BY
NICHOLAS J. KUHN1
Abstract. Let/: S^X -» 2°°Y be a stable map between two connected spaces, and
let £„ be a generalized homology theory. We show that if £«(/) is ar| isomorphism
then £t(fl°°/): Et(QX) -* E„(QY) is a monomorphism, but possibly not an
epimorphism. Applications of this theorem include results of Miller and Snaith
concerning the /Ctheory of the Kahn-Priddy map.

1. Introduction and main results. If 7* is a generalized homology theory, a map/:
X -* Y between either spaces or spectra is called an 7 ^-equivalence if 7*(/) is an
isomorphism. It is an interesting and delicate question to study the behavior of
7 ^-equivalences after application of various functors to the spaces, spectra, and
maps involved. See, for example, [1, 4, 5].
In particular, consider the functor 8°°, the Oth space functor from the category of

spectra to the category of spaces, right adjoint to the suspension spectrum functor
2°°. A variety of spectral sequences exists in the hterature to show that if /: X -* Y
is a map between -1 connected spectra and 8°°/: 8°°^ -* 8°°7 is an 7*-equivalence, then so is /. However, the converse need not be true. For example, letting

77Z/2 denote the mod 2 Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum, 7*(277Z/2)

= 0 while

7*(R7°°) =*=
0. (Here we have adopted the convention that if X is a space, E*(X)
denotes the reduced homology of X.)
Contrasting with this example is a theorem noted by A. K. Bousfield [4]: if/:
X -» Y is an 7^-equivalence of spaces, so is Qf: QX -* QY, where Q = B^S00. This
suggests that 800 might be better behaved when restricted to the category of
suspension spectra and stable maps. Our main theorem is the following curious
extension of Bousfield's result.

Theorem

1.1. Let X and Ybe connected spaces. Iff: 2°°^ -» 2°°T is an E ^-equiva-

lence then 7*(8°c/):

E*(QX)

-* E*(QY)

is a monomorphism.

Naturally, we give examples showing that 7,(8°°/) need not be surjective. Closely
related to these examples are some applications of Theorem 1.1 that we make in §3.
These include a noncomputational proof (to within "one loop") of the fact, first

proved by H. Millerand V. Snaith [14],that the Kahn-Priddymap QB~Zp-» Q0S° is
a 7*-equivalence, locahzed at a prime p. Using our solution to G. Whitehead's
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symmetric product of spheres conjecture [9] and computations by P. Welcher
involving higher Morava 7-theories [20], we generalize Miller's and Snaith's result.
We also show that if the map 2°°72/) -» 1,XS° is an 7 ^-equivalence then
E+(K(Z(p),2p2 - 2)) = 0. This is interpreted as an inequality between two Bousfield localization classes [2].
The hypothesis that X and Y be connected in Theorem 1.1 is possibly not
necessary and appears because of our method of proof. This involves using the stable
splitting, valid for connected spaces X, due to D. Kahn [7] and Snaith [18]:

Z^QX = V 2coI> *.
Here DqX is the qth extended power construction on X. We make use of work by G.
Lewis, J. P. May, et al. [11] showing that this construction can also be made in the
category of spectra. Indeed, the key to our proof of Theorem 1.1 is a comparison of

the maps 2°°8°7and Vq>lDqf.
This comparison allows us to extend the Kahn-Snaith splitting theorem to a
theorem about "spacelike" spectra, i.e. wedge summands of suspension spectra.
These spectra were featured prominently in [10].
Theorem 1.2. 7e; P be a connected spectrum. Then P is spacelike if and only if there
is an equivalence
2008007 =

V DaP.
q>\ q

The proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, together with related results, comprise §§2

and 4.
I would like to thank Pete Bousfield for suggesting improvements in §3.
2. Proofs of the main theorems. We recall some work basic to understanding the
stable splitting of QX. In [12], J. P. May constructed an 7^,-space CX together with a
natural map tj: CX -» QX preserving all additive structure. This map, furthermore,
is a weak equivalence if X is connected and a group completion in general [12, 17].
CX has a natural increasing filtration and the quotients of successive filtrations are
the extended power spaces

DqX=EX;

A2^'l.

Here E2q is the disjoint union of a basepoint and a contractible space acted on
freely by the permutation group 2 , and X[q] denotes X smashed with itself q times.
The constructions Dq, q > 1, are functors defined on the category of topological
spaces. Lewis, May, and M. Steinberger showed that these functors extend to the
category of spectra in the following way.
Proposition

2.1 [11, 13]. There are functors Dq, q > 1, taking spectra to spectra

and natural equivalences Dq31xX = 2°°7)<?X

By filtering 72
sequence.

by finite skeleta one can construct the following useful spectral
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Proposition
2.2 [11, 13]. Let E * be a homology theory and X a space or spectrum.
There is a spectral sequence, natural in X, converging to Eif(DqX) with E\ * ~

H£Zq;Em(XW)).
Corollary

2.3. Let f: X -» Y be a map of either spaces or spectra. If f is an

E^-equivalence, so is Dqf: DqX -> DqY.
As an application of these ideas and to motivate our proof of Theorem 1.1, we
give a simple proof of the result of Bousfield mentioned in the introduction.
Proposition

2.4 [4, Remark following Proposition 1.2]. 7/a map between spaces f:

X -* Y is an E^-equivalence so is Qf: QX -* QY.
Proof. There is a commutative diagram of 77-spaces

QX it
CX

Cf

->

QY
it
CY

so by the group completion property of tj it suffices to show that Cf is an
7 ^-equivalence. This follows immediately from Corollary 2.3 and the diagram

YTCX
V 2xDaX
q>\

2°°c/

->

2°°CT

-*

V 2°°7> r
q>\

which commutes by the naturality of the Kahn-Snaith splitting.
Theorem 1.1 was discovered by trying to allow / to be a stable map in the above
proof. Thus now let/: 2°°^ -> 2°°y be a map of suspension spectra.
A first problem in generalizing the above proof arises if Y is not connected. Then
B°°/

the map CX -» QX ^> QY need not factor through CY -» QY. For example, if
X = QY and /= ey: Z^QY -» 2°°T is the natural evaluation map adjoint to the
identity, then the composite

X -» CX -» QX -» QY
is the identity map. Because of examples hke this, we now assume X and Y are both
connected and, by abuse of notation, identify QX with CX, QY with CY, etc.
A new problem now arises. The diagram

^QX

II

V Da2xX
q>\

-*

vV
-*

2XQY

II

V 702°°F
q>\
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need not commute. For if it did, the composite

would be null homotopic for all q > 1, where the unlabeled maps are the natural
inclusions or projections. But this is not true for any q if, as in the example above,

X= QY and f= eY.
In spite of this last example, our key geometric observation is that this diagram
does, in fact, commute up to the natural decreasing filtration.

Theorem 2.5. 7er/:
Then the composite

2°°^ -> 2°°y be a stable map between two connected spaces.

l.xDpX -+ J.XQX -> 2°°£>y-> 2"D,y
is D f if p = q and is null homotopicif q < p.
Proof. In the spirit of our previous examples, we first note that 20O800/ can
always be factored as the composite

QX -> 1XQQY -» I,XQY
where/': X -» QY is adjoint to/. As in the proof of Proposition 2.4, the naturality
of the Kahn-Snaith splitting then reduces the theorem to the case in which X = QY
and/= eY: 2.XQY -» 2°°y

Thus we study how the map 20O8°0ey: Z^QQY -> ~2XQYrelates to the stable
splittings. To do this, it is convenient to establish the following notation. Let D be
the functor

V >xDq on the category of either spaces or spectra and note that

2°°7y - 7J>2°°y. Recall that Dq(Yx V Y2 V • • ■ ) has a natural decomposition into
the wedge summands D Yt A D Yt A • • • A DqYt with a, + • • • + q„ = q and
/', < i2 < ■■■ < i„ [13, 16]. The group inclusions

2,/2,-Z„

and 2, X 2,-> 2,+,

induce maps

DpDqY^DpqY and DpYA DqY^ Dp+qY
which in turn define a natural map /x: 77Y -* DY.
Let 77:7)y -> y be the projection onto the first component, and, if Y is connected,

let/y: l.xQY -* I.°°DY be the stable equivalence.
Lemma 2.6. The following diagrams commute.

LXQY
(a)

■?
eY \

2^7 T
in
2ocy
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yoonoo

z^qqy
(b)

-*'r

2°°ey

fer I

fy i

I,00DQY

-+

2°°77y

^

2°°7y

Diagram (a) is well known to commute. The commutativity of diagram (b) will be
shown in §4.
We return to the proof of Theorem 2.5. Application of the functor D to diagram
(a) of the lemma yields a commutative diagram

X°°DQY

-*** 2°°77>y
DcY \

i D<n

2°°7y
This diagram and diagram (b) of the lemma reduce the theorem to the statement that
the composite

DpDY -> DDY ^DY -> DqY
is Dp-nifp = q and null homotopic if q < p. This is clear, because a wedge summand

of DpDY,DpDtY A • ■- A DpDjY with px + ■■■+ pn = p and /, < • • • < i„, will
map under ju to DqY where q = pxix + ■■■ + p„i„.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Suppose/: 2°°^^ 2°°yis an 7*-equivalence between
the suspension spectra of two connected spaces. Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.3 then
immediately imply that, for all finite n, the composite

EJv2xDqX\^E^CZxQX)
is an isomorphism.

Since

E*(QX)

^

E*(2°"QY)^ EJ V2<*DqY\

= lim„^007*(\/nq>xDqX),

it

follows

that

7+(8°°/) is a monomorphism.
Example 2.7. Let/: 2002R700 -> 20051 be the Kahn-Priddy map, i.e. let/be any
map nonzero on 7r2.It is easily checked that/is a 7Z/2+-equivalence, where 7Z/2

is mod 2 7-theory. Hence by Theorem 1.1,

800/*: 7*(e2R7°°;
is a monomorphism.

Z/2) -> K*(QS]; Z/2)

However, this is not an epimorphism because under the

product splitting QSX= QSx(l) X Sx, f factors through QSx(l) -+ QSX and thus
"misses" Sx, while K*(SX; Z/2) * 0. We will return to this example in §3.
Remark 2.8. If 7 is connective, then the monomorphism of Theorem 1.1 will
actually be an isomorphism. Indeed, this follows from our proof together with the
fact that DqX becomes increasingly connected as q gets large. In this case, however,
Bousfield [1, 3] has shown the 7 „,-equivalences are the same as HG ^-equivalences,
where G depends on 7r+(7). Thus our theorem is mainly of interest when ir_i(E) * 0
for arbitrarily large values of /'.
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Example 2.9. For completeness we note a simple example of a map /: X -* Y that
is 7+-monic, while Qf: QX -» QY is not. Let 7 = 77Z, ordinary integral homology,

and let 2: Sx -> S1 be the degree two map. Then (2(2)*: H*(QSl) -> H*(QSX) has
nonzero kernel, e.g. in dimension 2.
Theorem 1.1 implies the next corollary.
Corollary

2.10. If 7 is a connected spacelike spectrum and £*(7)

= 0 then

7+(8°°7) = 0.
Proof. By assumption there is a space X and spectrum 7' such that P v P' =
200Ar.We can also assume X is connected, since X could be 8°°7 in particular (see
[10]). Consider the composite

E,(Q°°P) -^ E*(QX) ^ £,(8°°7') i £,,(0*).
The map / must be monic and gf must be zero. By the theorem, hg, and thus g, must
be monic. The corollary follows.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Suppose 7 v P' = 2°°^ and Xis connected. We need to
show20O80O7= Vq>xDqP. As in the proof of Theorem 2.5, we let DP = V q>xDqP.
Let/:

77 -* 20O80O7be the composite
77 -» 20O7A' -* 200r2X -> 2co8°°7.

Similarly, one can define g: DP' -» 2°°80O7'. Note that
20O(2Ar = 20O80O7 V 2008007'

V (2008007

A 20O80O7')

and
ZXDX = DP V DP' V (77 A 77').
Under these identifications, let

h=fv

gV (fAg):ZxDX^2xQX.

By Theorem 2.5 applied to the maps Z°°X -* 7 -> 2°°Z and 2°°X -» 7' -» 2°°*,
the composite
2007A' -^ 2°°(2^ ^ 2^7*
is the identity map up to filtration. Since DqX becomes highly connected for large q,
h must be an isomorphism on n*, thus an equivalence. We conclude that both/and
g are equivalences.
Theorem 1.2 allows us to extend Theorem 1.1 to maps between spacehke spectra,

strengthening Corollary 2.10.
Corollary
2.11. Iff: P -* P' is an E ^-equivalence between connected spacelike
spectra, then £#(8°°/) is a monomorphism.

Proof. Theorem 1.2 allows us to identify 2°°80C7 with DP, 200BOC7'with DP',
and to regard Df as a map 2°°80O7 -» 20O80O7'. By Corollary 2.3 this map is an
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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7 ^-equivalence. There is a commutative diagram

P

L

ii
^XQ,XP

and the fact that B^/is

P'
J,V

Df

->

20O80O7'

an 7 ^-monomorphism then follows from the fact that 8°°/

and QxDf are also 7+-monic;

Q,xDf by use of Theorem

1.1.

3. Applications. As a first application of Theorem 1.1, let X: 2°°72/, -* 20O5'0be
any map that is nonzero on p torsion in 772/J_3.There is a factorization
20C72;, -» S(0) -> 2°°50 of X through the zero connected cover of 2°°S0. As in
Example 2.7, let QSx(l) be the simply connected cover of QSX.
Theorem 3.1. Localized at p, ifX is an E ^-equivalence, so is 8°°2a':

QSx(i).

Q^B~Lp -*

Proof. By Theorem 1.1, 8°°2A, and thus 8°°2A', is an 7^-monomorphism. But
by the "delooped" Kahn-Priddy Theorem [8], localized at p, QSx(l) is a retract of
0272^ via 8°°2a'. Thus 8°°2a' must be an £ *-epimorphism.

Corollary

3.2 [14]. Localized at p, 8°°2a': (9272^ -> QSl(l) is a K^-equiva-

lence.

Proof. As observed by Miller and Snaith, it suffices to show that 8°°2a' is a
K Z/p ^-equivalence. By a simple Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence calculation,
the cofiber of X is 7Z//?+-acyclic. Thus X is a KZ/p*-equivalence and we can apply

Theorem 3.1.
Note that we have missed the full strength of Miller's and Snaith's result by "one
loop". The stronger theorem can also be obtained by using Bousfield's quite elegant
characterization of 7*-equivalences between infinite loop spaces [4]. However, these
other approaches involve much more computational information about 7-theory.
Using calculations by P. Welcher, we now recover the stronger version of
Corollary 3.2 and generahze it forp = 2. Localizing at a prime p, recall that 77Z is
filtered by the symmetric product spectra SPP"(S). Let

£„ = 2""-XHZ/SP"\S)

and L(n) = 1-"SPp\S)/SPp"\s).

Note that there are cofibrations £„ -> L(n) -» £„_, and identifications 7(1) =
20072/7, £0 = 5(0) [9, 19]. Let K(m)* be the mth Morava 7-theory.
Theorem
m < n,

3.3. Localized at p = 2, 8°°7(«) -* 8°°£„,,

K(m)*(£lxL(n))

= 7#(w)*(8°°7n_,)

is a K^^-equivalence,

If

= 0.

Proof. Calculations by Welcher in [20] imply K(m)*(L(n)) = 0 if m < n. Priddy
and Mitchell show that L(n)

is spacehke in [15], so Corollary 2.10 implies
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7(m)+(80C7(«))

= 0 if m < n. The remaining assertions in the theorem then follow

from the fact that B°°7(«) = B°°7„ X 8°°£„_,, the main result of [9].
To state our next results, we recall Bousfield's notion of localization classes of
spectra [2]. The homotopy category of C.W. spectra is partially ordered by writing
A ^ B if E*(B) = 0 whenever E*(A) = 0. This partial ordering partitions spectra
into equivalence classes with the equivalence class of a spectrum A denoted by (A).
There are well-defined operations V and A defined on equivalence classes in the
obvious way.
Theorem 3.4. Localized at a prime p

(SP»(S))>(2xK(Z/P,2p2-3))

and (Spp(S)) > (2xK(z,p),2p2

- 2)>.

Equivalently, if the Kahn-Priddy map X: 20072/) -* 2°°50 is an 7 ^-equivalence then

E*(K{Z/p,2p2
Proof.

- 3)) = E*(K(Z(p),2p2

- 2)) = 0.

First note that the cofiber of A is SPP(S) [19]. If A is an £ ^-equivalence

then, by Theorem 3.1, 8°°2A': (7272^ -» QSx(l) is an £ ^-equivalence. The smallest n for which

(8°°2A%: 77„(<2272p;Z//>) - Hn{QS\l);Z/P)
is not an isomorphism in n = 2p2 - 3. The theorem then follows from Bousfield's
results in [5, Proposition 2.1, Lemma 3.4, §4].

Proposition 3.5. (a) 7/7 is spacelike then <7) = <2coB0O7>.
(b) If A -> B -» C is short exact and B is spacelike then (B) = (A) V (C).
Proof. The first assertion is a restatement of Corollary 2.10. To prove (b) it
suffices to show (B) ^ (C). This is easy:

£*(7) = 0 ^ £*(B°°7) = 0 =>£#(8°°C) = 0 => £*(C) = 0.
Corollary

3.6. (L(n))

= (7„) v <7„_,), localized at p = 2.

Recall that SPX(S) = 77Z by the Dold-Thom Theorem. A simple direct argument
or Theorem 3.4 implies that, localized at p, (SPP(S)) > (SPX(S)). This suggests
the following conjecture.

Conjecture. (SP""(S)) > (SPp"\S))

and <£„> > (E„ + x).

Remark 3.7. As a consequence of this conjecture, one would have (L(n)) =
(£„_,> and thus <£„> = (200800£n>. Related to this, we note that results in [15]
easily imply (L(n)) > (L(n + 1)). In work in progress, we have also checked that
(SPp(S)) > (SPp\S))
for n > 1, which leads to an alternate proof of Theorem 3.4
and avoids use of the Kahn-Priddy Theorem.
4. Proof of Lemma 2.6. In this section we prove the commutativity of diagram (b)
of Lemma 2.6. We work solely with the formal properties of various spectrum level
constructions made in [11], and our proof is similar in spirit to R. Cohen's "stable

proof" of the stable splitting of QX [6].
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Recall that there is a functor C defined on the category of spectra with unit. This
is related to the space level construction via the natural equivalence C20C(A'+) =

2°°(CJ0+ and is related to D = Vq>xDq via C(£ V S) = D(E) V S, where S is
the sphere spectrum.
There are natural transformations 6: C2 -» C and tj: 1 -» C making C into a
monad. These are related to the space level constructions in the obvious way, and 6
is related to fi: D2 -> D through the commutative square:

CC(EvS)

=

DDEVS

|0

l(lVl

C(£vS)

=

DEWS.

Lemma 4.1. The following diagram commutes, naturally, for all spaces X.

2°°X+
/

\

\

/

S

S
2xXv

Corollary

S

4.2. There is natural equivalence fx: I,XCX -» 2°°7Ar rad; ?Aa? r/ie

composite

I,XCX V S = 200(CA')+ = C(2°°A-+) = C(2°°X VS) = 2XDX V 5
M/rV

1.

Proof. Let the composite be ({ f) in matrix form. The left triangle of Lemma 4.1

implies g = 0 and i = 1: S -» S. The right triangle implies h = 0. Letfx = /.
If X is a space, the commutativity of the diagram
®™ex

QQX -»
t
cca' -1

e*
t
or

(see [12]) reduces Lemma 2.6 to the next proposition.
Proposition

4.3. There is a naturally commuting diagram:

2XCCX

-^

SexU
2XDCX

2°°GY

fx 1c
->XZXDDX^>

2,XDX.
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Proof. Consider the following diagram
0°

I

E CCX->
—-^v

^^*-E

00

fl

°°

E CX

oo

CCXvS

E

HVl

II

oo

—»■ E CXVS

oo+

>t

II

E~(CCX+) H-*

E°°(CX)+

II
fcx

CE°(CX)+
©
v*-/

/

//

>x

"oo
ii

C(f VI)
Df Y vl
oo
DE CXVS -»
oo

/

Dfx

fl

oo +

©

C(E X )

©

ii

cc(e"xvs) ——> c(e"xvs)

C(l°°CXvS)-►

E DCX-*

+

CC(E X ) —->•

y®

/s

fx

J
C(E DXvS)
oo

DDE XvS
-

E DDX-*

llVl

-=-=—>

oo

DE Xvs

y

^»

E DX

® and (2) commute by Corollary 4.2. That (3) commutes can be seen by
applying the functor C to the composite of the corollary. (4) commutes by
naturahty. The proposition follows.
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